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Overall Theme: 
Two Modes of Binary Star Formation

(Kroupa et al. 1995; Bate et al. 1995, 2002; Kratter et al. 2002, 2006; Clarke 2009; 
Offner et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2017; Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Moe et al. 2019)

Gravitational Instability and 
Fragmentation within Disk:

QToomre = cs
2Ω/𝜋GΣ = 3αcs

3/GṀ < 1

Turbulent Fragmentation
of Molecular Cores:

Mach = σv/cs > 1

Close Binaries:
a < 100 AU

Wide Binaries:
a > 100 AU



Field Solar-type Primaries

Log-normal period distribution 
peaking at a ~ 50 AU
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Figure 12. Multiplicity statistics by spectral type. The thin solid lines represent
stars and brown dwarfs beyond the spectral range of this study, and their sources
are listed in the text. For the FGK stars studied here, the thick dashed lines show
our observed multiplicity fractions, i.e., the percentage of stars with confirmed
stellar or brown dwarf companions, for spectral types F6–G2 and G2–K3. The
thick solid lines show the incompleteness-adjusted fraction for the entire F6–K3
sample. The uncertainties of the multiplicity fractions are estimated by bootstrap
analysis as explained in Section 5.2.

publications, when available. Otherwise, they are estimated
using mass ratios for double-lined spectroscopic binaries, or
from multi-color photometry from catalogs, or using the ∆mag
measures in the WDS along with the primary’s spectral type.
Metallicity and chromospheric activity estimates of the primary
are adopted for all components of the system.

5.3.2. Multiplicity by Spectral Type and Color

Figure 12 shows the multiplicity fraction for stars and brown
dwarfs. Most O-type stars seem to form in binary or multiple
systems, with an estimated lower limit of 75% in clusters and
associations having companions (Mason et al. 1998a, 2009).
Studies of OB-associations also show that over 70% of B and
A type stars have companions (Shatsky & Tokovinin 2002;
Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Kouwenhoven et al. 2007). In sharp
contrast, M-dwarfs have companions in significantly fewer
numbers, with estimates ranging from 11% for companions
14–825 AU away (Reid & Gizis 1997) to 34%–42% (Henry
& McCarthy 1990; Fischer & Marcy 1992). Finally, estimates
for the lowest mass stars and brown dwarfs suggest that only
10%–30% have companions (Burgasser et al. 2003; Siegler et al.
2005; Allen et al. 2007; Maxted et al. 2008; Joergens 2008).
Our results for F6–K3 stars are consistent with this overall
trend, as seen by the thick solid lines for the incompleteness-
corrected fraction. Moreover, the thick dashed lines for two
subsamples of our study show that this overall trend is present
even within the range of solar-type stars. Of the blue subsample
(0.5 ! B − V ! 0.625, F6–G2, N = 131), 50% ± 4%
have companions, compared with only 41% ± 3% for the red
subsample (0.625 < B − V ! 1.0, G2–K3, N = 323).

5.3.3. Period Distribution

Figure 13 shows the period distribution of all 259 confirmed
pairs, with an identification of the technique used to discover
and/or characterize the system. To provide context, the axis
at the top shows the semimajor axis corresponding to the pe-
riod on the x-axis assuming a mass sum of 1.5 M⊙, the aver-
age value of all the confirmed pairs. When period estimates

Figure 13. Period distribution for the 259 confirmed companions. The data
are plotted by the companion detection method. Unresolved companions
such as proper-motion accelerations are identified by horizontal line shading,
spectroscopic binaries by positively sloped lines, visual binaries by negatively
sloped lines, companions found by both spectroscopic and visual techniques by
crosshatching, and CPM pairs by vertical lines. The semimajor axes shown in
AU at the top correspond to the periods on the x-axis for a system with a mass
sum of 1.5 M⊙, the average value for all the pairs. The dashed curve shows
a Gaussian fit to the distribution, with a peak at log P = 5.03 and standard
deviation of σlog P = 2.28.

are not available from spectroscopic or visual orbits, we esti-
mate them as follows. For CPM companions with separation
measurements, we estimate semimajor axes using the statistical
relation log a′′ = log ρ ′′ + 0.13 from DM91, where a is the
angular semimajor axis and ρ is the projected angular separa-
tion, both in arcseconds. This, along with mass estimates as de-
scribed in Section 5.3.1 and Newton’s generalization of Kepler’s
Third Law yields the period. For the remaining few unresolved
pairs, we assume periods of 30–200 years for radial-velocity
variables and 10–25 years for proper-motion accelerations. The
period distribution follows a roughly log-normal Gaussian pro-
file with a mean of log P = 5.03 and σlog P = 2.28, where
P is in days. This average period is equivalent to 293 years,
somewhat larger than Pluto’s orbital period around the Sun. The
median of the period distribution is 252 years, similar to the
Gaussian peak. This compares with corrected mean and me-
dian values of 180 years from DM91. The larger value of the
current survey is a result of more robust companion informa-
tion for wide CPM companions. The similarity of the overall
profile with the incompleteness-corrected DM91 plot suggests
that most companions they estimated as missed have now been
found. The shading in the figure shows the expected trend—the
shortest period systems are spectroscopic, followed by com-
bined spectroscopic/visual orbits, then by visual binaries, and
finally by CPM pairs. The robust overlap between the various
techniques in all but the longest period bins underscores the
absence of significant detection gaps in companion space and
supports our earlier statements about the completeness of this
survey. Binaries with periods longer than log P = 8 are rare,
and only 10 of the 259 confirmed pairs (4%) have estimated
separations larger than 10,000 AU. Although separations wider
than this limit were not searched comprehensively, Figure 8
shows that separations of up to 14,000 AU were searched for
some systems, and 56% of the primaries were searched beyond
the 10,000 AU limit. The drop in the number of systems with
companions thus appears to occur within our search space and

Duquennoy & Mayor 1991:
F7-G9 IV/V/VI, ~15 pc

Raghavan et al. 2010:
F6-K3 IV/V, 25 pc

Tokovinin 2014:
F0-G9 IV/V, 67 pc

DM91 measured Fbin = 57% 
binary fraction, while R10 
and T14 found Fbin = 44% 

~3% due to missing late-M companions in R10 (Chini+ 2014; Moe & Di Stefano 2017) 
~2% due to sample selection (spectral types, luminosity classes)

Reasons for ΔFbin = 13% discrepancy:

~8% due to WD companions added in DM91 (Moe & Di Stefano 2017)
Gaia will find new WD companions to nearby stars as astrometric binaries.  



Field M-dwarf Primaries
Fischer & Marcy 1992; Basri et al. 2006; Law et al. 2008; Bergfors et al. 2010; 

Janson et al. 2012; Dieterich et al. 2012; Ward-Duong et al. 2015; 
Winters et al. 2019, 25 pc, M1 = 0.075 – 0.6 M☉

Corrected binary fraction of Fbin = 27% ± 2% for all M-dwarfs, 
increasing from Fbin ≈ 20% for late-M to Fbin ≈ 35% for early-M 

(lower than Fbin ≈ 45% for G-dwarfs)
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Figure 19. Cumulative stellar multiplicity rate by primary
mass. Shown are the running multiplicity rates of the three
mass subsets binned by one parsec, with the masses of the
primaries calculated from deblended photometry: primary
masses 0.30–0.60 M⊙ (orange line), with an uncorrected mul-
tiplicity rate at 25 pc of 28.2±2.1%; primary masses 0.15–
0.30 M⊙ (red line) with an uncorrected multiplicity rate at
25 pc of 21.4±2.0%; and primary masses 0.075–0.15 M⊙

(brown line), with an uncorrected multiplicity rate at 25 pc
of 16.0±2.5%. The dashed orange line indicates the addition
of the 28 systems that have a primary mass larger than 0.60
M⊙. The dotted lines on each curve indicate the Poisson er-
rors. The large scatter and errors on the curves at distances
less than 10 pc are due to small number of statistics. Nei-
ther suspected nor substellar companions are included. The
largest mass bin has a higher multiplicity rate than the two
smaller mass bins. It appears likely that multiple systems
are missing from the smallest mass bin at distances 18 to 25
pc, as the curve decreases at those distances.

This is likely because the lowest mass primaries are the
most difficult to study, so some companions have yet to
be detected. Nonetheless, the overall situation is clear:
high-mass M dwarfs have more stellar compan-
ions than low-mass M dwarfs.
With our large sample, it is also possible to evaluate

the mass ratio and separation distributions by mass sub-
set. Figure 20 presents the mass ratios (top row of three
plots) and the log of the projected separations in AU
(bottom row of three plots, discussed below) of the 310
stellar components by mass subset.
It is evident that the number of multiples in each sub-

set decreases with decreasing primary mass, as shown
more explicitly in Figure 19. Of note is the wide range
in the mass ratios for the most massive primaries, in-
dicating that such stars tend to form with companions
filling nearly the entire suite of possible masses. There
is also a general shift to larger mass ratios with decreas-
ing primary masses. This trend is somewhat expected

Figure 20. Mass ratios and log-separation distributions for
subsamples of M dwarfs as a function of primary masses.
Mass ratios for primaries with masses 0.30–0.60 M⊙ (in or-
ange, top left) with the ten multiple systems with primaries
more massive than 0.60 M⊙ shown unfilled; for primaries
with masses 0.15–0.30 M⊙ (in red, top middle); mass ra-
tios for primaries with masses 0.075–0.15 M⊙ (in brown, top
right). The mass ratio ranges shrink as a function of de-
creasing primary mass in part due to the imposed lower stel-
lar companion mass limit of 0.075 M⊙, although some effect
due to gravitational binding energy is likely. Distribution
of the projected separations for companions to stars with
0.30–0.60 M⊙ (bottom left), with the ten multiple systems
with primaries more massive than 0.60 M⊙ shown unfilled;
for companions to stars with 0.15–0.30 M⊙ (bottom mid-
dle); for companions to stars with 0.075 − 0.15 M⊙ (bottom
right). The axis scales are the same for both trio of plots
to highlight the differences between each mass subsample.
The peaks of the projected separation distributions shift to
smaller separations with decreasing primary mass subset.

because we have set a hard limit on companion masses
by only including stellar companions, and there is a de-
creasing amount of mass phase space available as the pri-
mary’s mass approaches this stellar/sub-stellar bound-
ary; as noted in §3.4.4, brown dwarf companions have
been excluded from the analysis. Thus, it appears that
lower mass red dwarfs may only form and/or gravita-
tionally retain companions when they are of compara-
ble mass and at small separations. We conclude that
M dwarfs have nearly every type of lower mass
companion star.
We next evaluate how the mass of the primary drives

the separations at which companions are found. The
bottom three panels of Figure 20 show the log-projected
separation distributions for the three mass subsets.
Again, the axis scales are the same between plots, and
no substellar or suspected companions are included in
these histograms. As in the top row of plots, the number
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Figure 19. Cumulative stellar multiplicity rate by primary
mass. Shown are the running multiplicity rates of the three
mass subsets binned by one parsec, with the masses of the
primaries calculated from deblended photometry: primary
masses 0.30–0.60 M⊙ (orange line), with an uncorrected mul-
tiplicity rate at 25 pc of 28.2±2.1%; primary masses 0.15–
0.30 M⊙ (red line) with an uncorrected multiplicity rate at
25 pc of 21.4±2.0%; and primary masses 0.075–0.15 M⊙

(brown line), with an uncorrected multiplicity rate at 25 pc
of 16.0±2.5%. The dashed orange line indicates the addition
of the 28 systems that have a primary mass larger than 0.60
M⊙. The dotted lines on each curve indicate the Poisson er-
rors. The large scatter and errors on the curves at distances
less than 10 pc are due to small number of statistics. Nei-
ther suspected nor substellar companions are included. The
largest mass bin has a higher multiplicity rate than the two
smaller mass bins. It appears likely that multiple systems
are missing from the smallest mass bin at distances 18 to 25
pc, as the curve decreases at those distances.

This is likely because the lowest mass primaries are the
most difficult to study, so some companions have yet to
be detected. Nonetheless, the overall situation is clear:
high-mass M dwarfs have more stellar compan-
ions than low-mass M dwarfs.
With our large sample, it is also possible to evaluate

the mass ratio and separation distributions by mass sub-
set. Figure 20 presents the mass ratios (top row of three
plots) and the log of the projected separations in AU
(bottom row of three plots, discussed below) of the 310
stellar components by mass subset.
It is evident that the number of multiples in each sub-

set decreases with decreasing primary mass, as shown
more explicitly in Figure 19. Of note is the wide range
in the mass ratios for the most massive primaries, in-
dicating that such stars tend to form with companions
filling nearly the entire suite of possible masses. There
is also a general shift to larger mass ratios with decreas-
ing primary masses. This trend is somewhat expected

Figure 20. Mass ratios and log-separation distributions for
subsamples of M dwarfs as a function of primary masses.
Mass ratios for primaries with masses 0.30–0.60 M⊙ (in or-
ange, top left) with the ten multiple systems with primaries
more massive than 0.60 M⊙ shown unfilled; for primaries
with masses 0.15–0.30 M⊙ (in red, top middle); mass ra-
tios for primaries with masses 0.075–0.15 M⊙ (in brown, top
right). The mass ratio ranges shrink as a function of de-
creasing primary mass in part due to the imposed lower stel-
lar companion mass limit of 0.075 M⊙, although some effect
due to gravitational binding energy is likely. Distribution
of the projected separations for companions to stars with
0.30–0.60 M⊙ (bottom left), with the ten multiple systems
with primaries more massive than 0.60 M⊙ shown unfilled;
for companions to stars with 0.15–0.30 M⊙ (bottom mid-
dle); for companions to stars with 0.075 − 0.15 M⊙ (bottom
right). The axis scales are the same for both trio of plots
to highlight the differences between each mass subsample.
The peaks of the projected separation distributions shift to
smaller separations with decreasing primary mass subset.

because we have set a hard limit on companion masses
by only including stellar companions, and there is a de-
creasing amount of mass phase space available as the pri-
mary’s mass approaches this stellar/sub-stellar bound-
ary; as noted in §3.4.4, brown dwarf companions have
been excluded from the analysis. Thus, it appears that
lower mass red dwarfs may only form and/or gravita-
tionally retain companions when they are of compara-
ble mass and at small separations. We conclude that
M dwarfs have nearly every type of lower mass
companion star.
We next evaluate how the mass of the primary drives

the separations at which companions are found. The
bottom three panels of Figure 20 show the log-projected
separation distributions for the three mass subsets.
Again, the axis scales are the same between plots, and
no substellar or suspected companions are included in
these histograms. As in the top row of plots, the number

Log-normal period distribution, peaking at a = 50 AU for early-M 
(similar to G-dwarfs) and a = 7 AU for late-M



Binary interactions 
dominate the lives 
of massive stars

(Sana et al. 2012).

~70% of O stars 
have companions 
with q > 0.1 within 

a < 10 AU.

O-type Primaries

~100% of O stars 
in clusters 

(non-runaways)
have companions 
within a < 100 au
(Sana et al. 2014; 
Moe & Di Stefano 

2017).

Gaia can detect q < 0.1 companions to massive stars, and will
constrain massive binary properties as a function of age & environment



While only 10%-15% of solar-type primaries are in triples (Raghavan et al. 2010; 
Tokovinin 2014), most massive stars are in triples & higher-ordered multiples 

(Sana et al. 2014; Moe & Di Stefano 2017)

Every O-type primary has 2.1 ± 0.3 companions with q > 0.1

Triple Star Fractions

example, by setting the single-star and triple-star fractions to
zero, then the binary-star fraction is � == > 45%n q1; 0.1 and the
quadruple-star fraction is � = >n q3; 0.1=55%. All other distribu-
tions of the multiplicity fractions lead to larger values of
� . >n q2; 0.1 = � = >n q2; 0.1 + � = >n q3; 0.1>55%. The majority of
O-type MS primaries are therefore found in triples and
quadruples.

10. Binary-star Formation

Despite their ubiquity, a close stellar companion with
a1au cannot easily form in situ (Tohline 2002). Instead,
the companion most likely forms via fragmentation on large,
core scales of ∼1000 au or within the circumstellar disk at
separations ∼10–100au (Kratter & Matzner 2006). Some
mechanism for orbital evolution is required to bring the binary
to shorter periods. While the dominant migration mechanism
remains unknown, likely candidates include migration through
a circumbinary disk due to hydrodynamical forces, dynamical
interactions in an initially unstable hierarchical multiple
system, or secular evolution in triple stars, such as Kozai
cycles, coupled with tidal interactions (Bate et al. 1995;
Kiseleva et al. 1998; Kratter 2011).

As mentioned in Section 1, the measured mass-ratio
distribution of binaries offers insight into their formation
processes. For example, if the companion migrates inward
through the primordial disk, it most likely accretes additional
mass. Competitive accretion in the circumbinary disk tends to
drive the binary mass ratio toward unity (Kroupa 1995a,
1995b; Bate & Bonnell 1997; Bate 2000; Tokovinin 2000;
White & Ghez 2001; Marks & Kroupa 2011). While RLOF
during the early, fully convective, pre-MS phase may cause the
binary component masses to diverge (Tokovinin 2000), MT
during the late pre-MS phase may instead increase the mass
ratio, possibly contributing to an excess twin population at very
short orbital periods P10days. In both the accretion and

MT scenarios, the binary components coevolve during the pre-
MS phase, which most likely leads to correlated component
masses.
Early-type binaries with P<20days exhibit a small but

statistically significant excess twin fraction � = 0.1twin (see
Figure 35). While excess twins are absent among early-type
binaries with P>20days, their mass ratio distribution is
measurably discrepant with random pairings of the IMF out to
logP (days)≈5.5 (a≈200 au). For solar-type binaries, the
excess twin fraction �twin=0.3 is measurably larger at short
periods P<100days. Moreover, the excess twin population
of solar-type binaries extends to significantly wider separations
a≈200au (logP≈6; Figure 35). This separation of
a≈200au is comparable to the radii of primordial disks
observed around young, accreting pre-MS solar-type systems
(Andrews et al. 2009). White & Ghez (2001) find that the
presence of circumprimary and circumsecondary disks is
significantly correlated only if the binary separations are
a<200au. The lack of disk correlation for wider binaries
with a>200au indicates that the components separately
accrete from their own gas reservoirs.
Based on these various lines of observational evidence, we

surmise that wide components with separations a200au
initially fragmented from molecular cores/filaments and have
since evolved relatively independently. For both solar-type and
early-type systems, the mass-ratio distribution of wide
companions is weighted toward more extreme mass ratios
compared to their counterparts with smaller separations. For
wide early-type systems, we measure g qsmall =−1.5±0.4 and
g qlarge =−2.0±0.3, which is close to but slightly flatter than
that expected from random pairings from a Salpeter IMF
(g qsmall = g qlarge =−2.35). Similarly, the widest solar-type
binaries investigated in this study are still measurably
discrepant from random pairings from the IMF (Figure 30).
This demonstrates that wide binaries are not perfectly randomly
paired based solely on the IMF, possibly suggesting that
fragmentation of molecular cores/filaments leads to slightly
correlated component masses. As another possibility, wide
companions may be dynamically disrupted and/or captured
(Heggie 1975). Wide systems may therefore still be randomly
paired, but where the pairings are modified to include the
effects of dynamical processing (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010;
Marks & Kroupa 2011; Perets & Kouwenhoven 2012; Thies
et al. 2015). For instance, wide binaries may initially form with
mass ratios consistent with random pairings drawn from the
IMF, but subsequent dynamical interactions preferentially eject
the lower-mass companions with smaller binding energies (see
more below).
Meanwhile, we conclude that closer binaries with

a200au initially fragmented from the disk and subse-
quently coevolved via accretion. Utilizing analytic models,
Kratter & Matzner (2006) predict that primordial disks around
more massive stars are more prone to fragmentation. This may
explain why the observed frequency >f P qlog ; 0.1≈0.3 of
companions to early-type stars at intermediate separations
a≈20au (logP≈4.0) is ≈3–4 times larger than the
companion frequency >f P qlog ; 0.1≈0.08 to solar-type stars
(Figure 37).
In addition, Kratter & Matzner (2006) find that, although the

typical fragment mass Mfrag increases with final primary mass
M1, the relation between the two is flatter than linear (see their
Figure 6). For example, they estimate qfrag = Mfrag/M1≈0.08

Figure 39. Multiplicity fractions as a function of primary mass (dotted lines),
including the single-star fraction � = >n q0; 0.1 (red), binary-star fraction
� = >n q1; 0.1 (green), triple-star fraction � = >n q2; 0.1 (blue), and quadruple-star
fraction � = >n q3; 0.1 (magenta). Given a primary mass M1, our model assumes
that the multiplicity fractions follow a Poisson distribution across the interval
n=[0, 3] in a manner that reproduces the measured multiplicity frequency

>f qmult; 0.1 = å =n 1
3 n � >n q; 0.1. For solar-type stars, this model matches the

measured values (solid) within their uncertainties. Regardless of the
uncertainties in the multiplicity fractions, 10% of O-type stars are single
while 55% are born in triples and/or quadruples.
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Solar-type triples occupy the full parameter space of dynamically stable 
hierarchies f(Pin, Pout > 5 Pin), nearly consistent with random drawings from 

overall log-normal period distribution (Tokovinin 2014)The Astronomical Journal, 147:87 (14pp), 2014 April Tokovinin

reason we use the truncated Gaussian here. A better analytic
model of the period distribution could be a triangular function
with a rounded top,

fT (x) = 1
Cw

[
1 −

√
a2 + ((x − x0)/w)2(1 − a2)

]
, (2)

where |x−x0| < w. This distribution extends over a finite range
from x0 − w to x0 + w; the parameter w is close to the half-
width. The parameter a provides for the rounded top (a = 0
means pure triangle 1 − |x/w|), and the normalization factor C
depends on a: C = 1 − a2(1 − a2)−1/2 ln[(1 + (1 − a2)1/2)/a].
The need for three parameters x0, w, a instead of just two x0, σ
may be a disadvantage of this model, but on the other hand the
triangular distribution does not require truncation.

The ML formalism was adapted to use the triangular function
instead of a Gaussian. The results obtained with this alternative
model are quite similar; they are not given here, for brevity.
The parameter a ≈ 0.25 was found, meaning that the top of the
triangle is rounded only mildly. The “shoulders” of the period
histograms in Figure 6 are indeed closer to straight lines than to
a Gaussian.

Usually the distributions of binary parameters were studied
regardless of hierarchy, merging all pairs together (DM91; R10).
However, there is a significant (factor 2.5) difference between
the median period of all binaries and the median period of outer
binaries at level L1.

The periods of L11 subsystems are shorter than the periods
of all binaries, being restricted by the dynamical stability. The
period histogram at L11 deviates from the Gaussian model,
showing a depletion at x ∼ 2 and an excess at x < 1.
Considering the uncertainty associated with the missing data, we
cannot evaluate the significance of this mismatch. It is expected
due to tidal migration of inner subsystems toward short periods
(Section 4.4).

Note that the secondary subsystems at L12 are only slightly
less frequent than at L11. The common belief that inner systems
are preferentially found around primary components turns out
to be true, but this preference is not strong. The median mass of
the primary components at levels L11 and L12 is 1.20 M⊙ and
0.79 M⊙, respectively.

The subsystems at L12 show a tendency toward equal
components, β = 1.3. Only 5 secondary subsystems out of
95 have unknown periods, making it difficult to explain high
β by the influence of the missing data. Considering the bias
toward large q in the detection of secondary subsystems (see
Figure 2), the high β derived here for L12 should be verified
by further work before being accepted. However, β ∼ 0 would
mean that more secondary subsystems are currently missed, so
their frequency would be even higher than the frequency of L11.

4. STATISTICS OF HIERARCHICAL SYSTEMS

In this section, we study statistical relations between binaries
at different hierarchical levels. Are their periods or mass ratios
related? Does the presence of one hierarchical level correlate
with other levels? We propose a statistical model and test it by
comparing simulations with the real sample.

4.1. Period Ratio and Dynamical Stability

Figure 7 compares orbital periods PS and PL at the inner and
outer hierarchical levels, respectively (only known periods are
plotted). It shows that the lowest period ratio PL/PS is limited by
the dynamical stability, but this ratio can also take large values;

Figure 7. Orbital periods PS (short) at inner hierarchical levels L11 and L12
are compared to the periods of outer systems PL (long) at L1. The periods are
expressed in days and plotted on the logarithmic scale. The solid and dotted
lines mark PL/PS of 4.7 and 47, respectively (zone affected by the dynamical
stability).

there is no typical or preferred period ratio. The points occupy
almost all the space above the stability cutoff, showing that all
allowed combinations of periods actually happen.

One striking feature of Figure 7 is the absence of outer periods
shorter than 103 days, as noted already by Tokovinin et al.
(2006). This is not caused by the observational selection, as
tertiary companions with short periods are readily discovered
by radial velocity variation; the detection probability at x < 3 is
high (see Figure 9 of Paper I). Gies et al. (2012) independently
discovered the lack of short outer periods by eclipse timing
of 41 binaries from Kepler: 14 of them show trends indicative
of tertiary companions, but none have tertiaries with PL <
700 days. In the three-tier hierarchies L11+L111, the shortest
period at L11 is x = 2.88, confirming the exclusion zone of
outer periods found for the L1+L11 and L1+L12 hierarchies.
That said, triple systems with short outer periods are known
among more massive stars (e.g., λ Tau with PL = 30 days).

The minimum period (or separation) ratio allowed by dynam-
ical stability has been studied by several authors. For example,
the stability criterion of Mardling & Aarseth (2001) for co-
planar orbits can be written as

PL/PS > 4.7(1 − eL)−1.8(1 + eL)0.6(1 + qout)0.1, (3)

where eL is the eccentricity of the outer orbit, while the ratio
of the distant-companion mass to the combined mass of the
inner binary qout plays only a minor role. The solid line in
Figure 7 corresponds to PL/PS = 4.7; all points are above
it (with two exceptions caused by the uncertainty of period
estimates from projected separations). Tokovinin (2004) studied
the dependence of the period ratio on eL for triple stars with
reliable outer orbits and suggested an empirical stability limit
with a stronger dependence on eL,

PL/PS > 5(1 − eL)−3. (4)

At eL = 0.67, the limiting period ratio (3) becomes a factor of
10 larger than at eL = 0. The dynamical truncation of PL/PS is
random and extends over at least one decade, depending on the
distribution of eL. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distributions
of this cutoff ∆x = log10 PL/PS if a cosine distribution of
eL between 0 and 0.8 is assumed, with average eL = 0.4.

6

Gaia will be first to fully measure f(Pin, Pout) for OBA primaries 

Triple Star Hierarchies



Gaia will help constrain imutual(ain, aout) for massive triples

Triple Star Mutual Inclinations

the inner subsystems is securely measured from the inclination i
of their orbits: direct if i 90< , retrograde otherwise. The full
sample of 216 triples yields C 0.324 0.064= , or

60 .8áFñ = , in agreement with Sterzik & Tokovinin (2002)
and earlier works.

The relation between sign correlation and áFñ is valid for
random orientation with respect to the observer. In the present
sample, this is not quite random for two reasons. First, the
computation of visual orbits is difficult for large inclinations
and such orbits are under-represented in VB6, despite the fact
that i 90= is the most probable inclination of randomly
oriented orbits. Second, the projected angular velocity of the
outer component also depends on the inclination, favoring
smaller i (see Sterzik & Tokovinin 2002). However, all biases
are symmetric with respect to the revolution direction, so the
parameter C is a very robust diagnostic of the relative orbit
alignment.

3.2. Dependence of Orbit Alignment on Separation

It has been noted by Sterzik & Tokovinin (2002) that the orbit
alignment depends on the degree of hierarchy, being stronger for
systems with comparable inner and outer periods or separations.
This result is confirmed by the new, larger sample. An even
stronger dependence of orbit alignment on the projected outer
separation s HIPr p= is found here. The sample has been sorted
on s and the sign correlation C was computed for groups of 24
triples with increasing separation, as a running mean. Figure 1
shows the dependence of the sign correlation on the outer
separation. The linear fit C s1.31 0.41 log= - is an adequate
representation of the trend. The local minimum at s 100~ au is
most likely a statistical fluctuation. Relatively tight triples with
s 50< au are strongly aligned, with C exceeding 0.8 or

18áFñ < . The top panel of Figure 1 shows the raw data
without any binning in separation.

3.3. Dependence of Orbit Alignment on Mass

The multiplicity fraction and companion fraction strongly
depend on stellar mass, being larger for massive stars. The orbit
alignment also depends on mass, but in the opposite sense, with
low-mass stars having stronger alignment. The sample has been
subdivided into three approximately equal parts based on the
primary mass in the inner subsystem M1 (when the primary
component is itself a binary, its total mass is considered).
Table 2 illustrates how the orbit alignment decreases with mass.
Its columns contain mass range, median mass, number of
systems N, the sign correlation C and its error, median outer
separation, and average inner orbital eccentricities for co- and
counter-rotating systems. Figure 2 shows the mass dependence
graphically.

The separations of low-mass triples are, on average, smaller
compared to the more massive ones. Given the dependence of
orbit alignment on the outer separation, one might wonder
whether the mass dependence is not caused only by the
difference in separations. Figure 3 shows the dependence of
orbital alignment upon the outer separation in the two mass
regimes. The different degree of orbit alignment at comparable
outer separation tells us that the mass dependence is genuine.

The last two columns of Table 2 contain the mean eccentricity
of the inner orbits computed for the triples with coincident and
opposite sense of rotation, e+ and e-, respectively. When there is

an orbit alignment (large C), we find that e e<+ -, meaning that
the inner orbits in aligned triples are, on average, less eccentric.

4. Triple Systems with Two Known Orbits

The sign correlation constrains the average angle áFñ, but not
its distribution. A mixture of well-aligned and randomly
aligned systems or a single population of loosely aligned
systems can have the same áFñ. Additional information on the
distribution of Φ can be obtained from triple stars with known
inner and outer orbits studied in this section and from the
apparent configurations of triples studied in Section 5.
The angle Φ between the angular momentum vectors,

sometimes called mutual inclination, is computed as

i i i icos cos cos sin sin cos , 21 2 1 2 1 2F = + W - W( ) ( )

Figure 1. Sign correlation C vs. outer projected separation s. Top: relative
revolution sense (1 for co-rotating, −1 for counter-rotating) vs. projected
separation s (random vertical spread is introduced to avoid overlap). Bottom:
average C and its error as a function of separation, computed in sub-samples of
24 systems as a running mean and plotted against the median separation in each
subsample. The dashed line is a linear fit.

Table 2
Dependence of Orbit Alignment on Mass

M1 M1á ñ N C sá ñ e+ e-
(%:) (%:) (au)

<1 0.80 62 0.61 ± 0.10 128 0.36 0.61
1 to 2 1.33 83 0.23 ± 0.11 255 0.40 0.47
>2 3.46 71 0.18 ± 0.12 315 0.50 0.47
All 1.39 216 0.32 ± 0.06 222 0.42 0.49
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Figure 14. The relation between the dynamical and LTTE am-
plitudes, A

dyn

/A
LTTE

, and the ratio of inner to outer periods,
P
1

/P
2

. The systems marked in red are directly measured from
the dynamical plus LTTE solutions to the ETV curves. By con-
trast, the green points are estimates based on the assumption that
m

AB

' 2M�.

Figure 15. Distribution of the mutual orbital inclination angle,
i
m

, for 62 systems where there was su�cient information in the
ETV curves to allow for its determination. Note the peak centered
around i

m

' 40� which we associate with Kozai cycles with tidal
friction in systems with initial values of 39� . i

m

. 141� (see
text for a discussion and references). The peak between i

m

= 0�

and 5� actually contains 21 systems, but goes o↵ the top of the
plot.

cession or apsidal motion. In the case of KIC 06543674, only
one set of outer eclipse events has been observed. It is there-
fore unfit for a complete photodynamical analysis. Note also
that the outer period of P

2

= 1101.d4 ± 0.d4 of this system
is the longest period known for any triply eclipsing system.

Figure 16. The relation between the mutual orbital inclination
angle, i

m

, and the inner binary period (P
1

) for 44 systems where
there was su�cient information in the ETV curves to allow for
their determination (see text). Only systems with non-zero i

m

are shown for clarity. The two dashed horizontal lines indicate
the expected range of P

1

values near i
m

⇠ 39� (vertical line)
from the Fabrycky & Tremaine (2007) model.

Figure 17. Distribution of the apsidal period in the inner ec-
centric binary driven by the tertiary star. There was su�cient
information in the ETV curves of 45 systems to derive P

apse

.

The outer orbit thus represents the ‘eclipsing binary’ with
the longest period in the entire Kepler EB sample.

There are other systems in the Kepler EB sample which
have light curves that exhibit extra eclipsing events or other
complex features, but do not turn out to be hierarchical
triples or do not show ETVs. They are not included in our
sample.

Amongst these systems, KIC 07670485 shows only one
extra fading event around BJD 2 455 665 (Orosz 2015). The
primary and secondary O � C curves of this EB, however,
do not show any ETVs, but only some scatter with an am-
plitude of ⇠ 3⇥ 10�4 d.

For KICs 04247791 and 07622486 the strict periodicity
and unaltered shapes of the extra eclipses make it evident

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Most compact solar-type triples with aout < 50 AU are coplanar (i < 40°), 
while wide tertiaries with aout > 1,000 AU have random orientations with 

respect to inner binary (Borkovits et al. 2016; Tokovinin 2017) 



“A triple protostar system formed via fragmentation 
of a gravitationally unstable disk” (Tobin et al. 2016)

ALMA observations of L1448 IRS3B reveal 
coplanar tertiary accreting from disk at aout ~ 100 AU

Close Companions – Disk Fragmentation



Excess fraction
of twins with 

q > 0.95

Power-law 
slope
f∝ q𝛾

𝛾

Mind your Ps and Qs: f(P,q) ≠ f(P)f(q)     (Moe & Di Stefano 2017)

Very close binaries have uniform q distribution with excess twin fraction 
(disk fragmentation and accretion), wide binaries are weighted toward small q

(core fragmentation), and there is an M1 dependent transition between these regimes.



Based on Gaia 200-pc sample of CPM binaries,  El-Badry et al. (submitted; 
arXiv:1906.10128) confirmed wide binaries are weighted toward small q, but also found 
a small but statistically significant excess twin fraction extending out to a ~ 5,000 AU.
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Figure 15. Ftwin (top) and qtwin (bottom) for solar-type bina-
ries (0.8 . M1/M� . 1.2). We compare results from Gaia wide
binaries (dark and light error bars show 1 and 2 sigma con-
straints) to 1 sigma constraints at closer separations from the
samples of Raghavan et al. (2010) and Tokovinin (2014, see Fig-
ure 14). Ftwin decreases with separation and is consistent with 0
at a & 5, 000AU. However, qtwin ⇡ 0.95 is basically constant at all
separations.

based on the Moe & Di Stefano (2017) analysis of the Ragha-
van et al. (2010) sample. This constraint is not the result of
formal fitting but provided a good fit to the data (see Figure
30 of Moe & Di Stefano 2017). Figure 15 shows that while
Ftwin decreases with separation, qtwin ⇡ 0.95 is consistent
with being constant over all separations in this mass range.
Similar values of qtwin are also found for massive binaries
at the short periods where there is a significant twin excess
(Moe & Di Stefano 2013).

5.2 Origin of twin binaries

It is typically assumed that the components of binaries wider
than a few hundred AU formed nearly independently of one
another (e.g. White & Ghez 2001; Moe & Di Stefano 2017;
Tokovinin 2017a; Moe et al. 2018; El-Badry & Rix 2019)
during turbulent core fragmentation (for binaries with sepa-
ration less than a few thousand AU; e.g. O↵ner et al. 2010)
or by becoming bound at slightly later times (for those with
the widest separations; e.g. Parker et al. 2009; Moeckel &
Bate 2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2017b).

The existence of a narrow twin excess at q & 0.95 sug-
gests that the components of a fraction of binaries with
s � 100AU formed at closer separations in a highly cor-
related way. We do expect that the dynamical process of

becoming and staying bound may lead to a preference for
roughly equal-mass binaries (say, q > 0.5), because these
have higher binding energy. This could quite reasonably ex-
plain, at least in part, why the power-law component of the
mass ratio distribution is shallower than expected for ran-
dom pairings from the IMF (Figure 12). But we do not ex-
pect dynamical processes to produce a sharp twin feature
like what is observed: at fixed primary mass, the binding
energy at q = 0.9 is not much less than that at q = 1. And
indeed, simulations of binary formation during cluster dis-
solution find larger typical mass ratios at wide separations
than predicted for random pairings, but they do not predict
a narrow excess of twins (Kroupa 1998; Moeckel & Bate
2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010).

The excess twin fraction uniformly decreases with sepa-
ration and eventually goes to 0 at s > 15, 000AU in all mass
bins. The shape of the twin excess (i.e. qtwin and the slope of
p(q) at q > qtwin) does not vary much between 50 and 15,000
AU in our catalog. Moreover, it is e↵ectively the same for
spectroscopic binaries (with separations as close as 0.01AU)
and wide binaries (Figure 15). Invoking Occam’s razor, it
seems more likely that the wide binary twin phenomenon is
an extension of the phenomenon that has previously been
observed at s . 100AU than that it is produced by a quali-
tatively di↵erent process.

Even for close binaries, there is not a clear consensus
in the literature about the physical origin of the twin phe-
nomenon. Some models for the formation of twins can only
apply to very close binaries. In the first paper to highlight
the twin phenomenon for spectroscopic binaries, Lucy &
Ricco (1979) suggested that twins were formed by fragmen-
tation of rapidly rotating pre-main sequence stars during
the late stages of dynamical collapse, at scales of a ⌧ 1AU.
Alternatively, Krumholz & Thompson (2007) proposed that
twins could be produced by mass transfer between stars of
initially di↵erent masses during pre-main sequence evolu-
tion.8 It seems implausible that such mechanisms can ex-
plain the twin phenomenon among wide binaries, because
there is no known mechanism to widen the orbits of twins
from the separations at which they operate – a few, or at
most a few tens of, solar radii – to the separations at which
they are observed today. Such widening would require a very
strong velocity kick, the magnitude of which would have to
be fine-tuned in order to not unbind the binaries completely.

A more plausible formation mechanism for equal-mass
twins at wider separations is through competitive accretion
from a circumbinary disk. Many studies have found that the
accretion rate from a circumbinary disk is usually higher
for the secondary than the primary (e.g. Bate & Bonnell
1997; Bate 2000; Farris et al. 2014; Young & Clarke 2015;
Nelson & Marzari 2016; Matsumoto et al. 2019). Because

8 These authors sought to explain the observed twin excess in
massive stars. The specific mechanism they proposed, which re-
lies on deuterium shell burning causing protostars to expand and
overflow their Roche lobes, cannot operate in solar-type or lower
mass stars. Moreover, the twin excess for massive stars appears
to be limited to close separations (Moe & Di Stefano 2017), so
mass transfer may adequately explain it. Here we simply suppose,
for the sake of argument, that there is some mechanism through
which stable mass transfer in lower mass stars could drive the
mass ratio to unity.
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We concluded very wide twins initially formed in the disk within a < 200 AU, 
but then were dynamically widened to a > 200 AU in their dense birth clusters.
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Figure 15. Ftwin (top) and qtwin (bottom) for solar-type bina-
ries (0.8 . M1/M� . 1.2). We compare results from Gaia wide
binaries (dark and light error bars show 1 and 2 sigma con-
straints) to 1 sigma constraints at closer separations from the
samples of Raghavan et al. (2010) and Tokovinin (2014, see Fig-
ure 14). Ftwin decreases with separation and is consistent with 0
at a & 5, 000AU. However, qtwin ⇡ 0.95 is basically constant at all
separations.

based on the Moe & Di Stefano (2017) analysis of the Ragha-
van et al. (2010) sample. This constraint is not the result of
formal fitting but provided a good fit to the data (see Figure
30 of Moe & Di Stefano 2017). Figure 15 shows that while
Ftwin decreases with separation, qtwin ⇡ 0.95 is consistent
with being constant over all separations in this mass range.
Similar values of qtwin are also found for massive binaries
at the short periods where there is a significant twin excess
(Moe & Di Stefano 2013).

5.2 Origin of twin binaries

It is typically assumed that the components of binaries wider
than a few hundred AU formed nearly independently of one
another (e.g. White & Ghez 2001; Moe & Di Stefano 2017;
Tokovinin 2017a; Moe et al. 2018; El-Badry & Rix 2019)
during turbulent core fragmentation (for binaries with sepa-
ration less than a few thousand AU; e.g. O↵ner et al. 2010)
or by becoming bound at slightly later times (for those with
the widest separations; e.g. Parker et al. 2009; Moeckel &
Bate 2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2017b).

The existence of a narrow twin excess at q & 0.95 sug-
gests that the components of a fraction of binaries with
s � 100AU formed at closer separations in a highly cor-
related way. We do expect that the dynamical process of

becoming and staying bound may lead to a preference for
roughly equal-mass binaries (say, q > 0.5), because these
have higher binding energy. This could quite reasonably ex-
plain, at least in part, why the power-law component of the
mass ratio distribution is shallower than expected for ran-
dom pairings from the IMF (Figure 12). But we do not ex-
pect dynamical processes to produce a sharp twin feature
like what is observed: at fixed primary mass, the binding
energy at q = 0.9 is not much less than that at q = 1. And
indeed, simulations of binary formation during cluster dis-
solution find larger typical mass ratios at wide separations
than predicted for random pairings, but they do not predict
a narrow excess of twins (Kroupa 1998; Moeckel & Bate
2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010).

The excess twin fraction uniformly decreases with sepa-
ration and eventually goes to 0 at s > 15, 000AU in all mass
bins. The shape of the twin excess (i.e. qtwin and the slope of
p(q) at q > qtwin) does not vary much between 50 and 15,000
AU in our catalog. Moreover, it is e↵ectively the same for
spectroscopic binaries (with separations as close as 0.01AU)
and wide binaries (Figure 15). Invoking Occam’s razor, it
seems more likely that the wide binary twin phenomenon is
an extension of the phenomenon that has previously been
observed at s . 100AU than that it is produced by a quali-
tatively di↵erent process.

Even for close binaries, there is not a clear consensus
in the literature about the physical origin of the twin phe-
nomenon. Some models for the formation of twins can only
apply to very close binaries. In the first paper to highlight
the twin phenomenon for spectroscopic binaries, Lucy &
Ricco (1979) suggested that twins were formed by fragmen-
tation of rapidly rotating pre-main sequence stars during
the late stages of dynamical collapse, at scales of a ⌧ 1AU.
Alternatively, Krumholz & Thompson (2007) proposed that
twins could be produced by mass transfer between stars of
initially di↵erent masses during pre-main sequence evolu-
tion.8 It seems implausible that such mechanisms can ex-
plain the twin phenomenon among wide binaries, because
there is no known mechanism to widen the orbits of twins
from the separations at which they operate – a few, or at
most a few tens of, solar radii – to the separations at which
they are observed today. Such widening would require a very
strong velocity kick, the magnitude of which would have to
be fine-tuned in order to not unbind the binaries completely.

A more plausible formation mechanism for equal-mass
twins at wider separations is through competitive accretion
from a circumbinary disk. Many studies have found that the
accretion rate from a circumbinary disk is usually higher
for the secondary than the primary (e.g. Bate & Bonnell
1997; Bate 2000; Farris et al. 2014; Young & Clarke 2015;
Nelson & Marzari 2016; Matsumoto et al. 2019). Because

8 These authors sought to explain the observed twin excess in
massive stars. The specific mechanism they proposed, which re-
lies on deuterium shell burning causing protostars to expand and
overflow their Roche lobes, cannot operate in solar-type or lower
mass stars. Moreover, the twin excess for massive stars appears
to be limited to close separations (Moe & Di Stefano 2017), so
mass transfer may adequately explain it. Here we simply suppose,
for the sake of argument, that there is some mechanism through
which stable mass transfer in lower mass stars could drive the
mass ratio to unity.
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Gaia DR3 spectroscopic and astrometric binaries will better constrain fq(M1,P).



B-type EBs in the SMC, LMC, and MW (Moe & Di Stefano 2013)

Properties of close massive binaries are 
invariant across –0.8 < [Fe/H] < 0.2.

The Astrophysical Journal, 778:95 (19pp), 2013 December 1 Moe & Di Stefano

The LMC provides our first testbed to investigate the effects
of metallicity on the frequency of close early B binaries.
Young massive stars and Cepheids, which recently evolved from
B-type MS progenitors, have a mean metallicity of ⟨log(Z/
Z⊙)⟩ = −0.4 in this nearby satellite galaxy (Luck et al. 1998,
[Fe/H] = −0.3 ± 0.2; Korn et al. 2000, [Fe/H] ≈ −0.4;
Rolleston et al. 2002, [O/H] = −0.3 ± 0.1, [Mg/H] = −0.5 ±
0.2; Romaniello et al. 2005, [Fe/H] = −0.4 ± 0.2; Keller &
Wood 2006, [Fe/H] = −0.3 ± 0.2), where Z⊙ = 0.015 (Lodders
2003; Asplund et al. 2009). The LMC has a distance modulus
of µ = 18.5, typical reddening of E(V − I ) = 0.1, and average
extinction of AV = 0.4 toward younger stellar environments
(Zaritsky 1999; Imara & Blitz 2007; Haschke et al. 2011;
Wagner-Kaiser & Sarajedini 2013). We therefore use MI =
mI − 18.8 to convert apparent magnitudes to intrinsic absolute
magnitudes for the LMC. We select relatively unevolved early B
stars with observed colors V − I < 0.1 and absolute magnitudes
−3.8 < MI < −1.5 (Cox 2000; Bertelli et al. 2009; see also
Section 3.1.1).

For the LMC, we compare the regularly monitored
OGLE-II fields, which covered 4.6 deg2 in the central portions
of the galaxy, to the recent OGLE-III data, which extended an
additional 35 deg2 into the periphery. We expect these two pop-
ulations to be similar since there is no significant metallicity
gradient in the LMC (Grocholski et al. 2006; Piatti & Geisler
2013). In the central fields of the OGLE-II LMC photometric
catalog (Udalski et al. 2000), NB = 20,974 stars have 15.0 <
I < 17.3 and V − I < 0.1. Wyrzykowski et al. (2003) utilized an
automated search algorithm to discover eclipsing binaries in the
OGLE-II LMC data and found NEB = 308 systems that meet
our magnitude and color cuts and have orbital periods between 2
and 20 days. Of these systems, Nmed = 263 have primary eclipse
depths 0.10 < ∆I < 0.65, resulting in Fmed = (1.25 ± 0.08)%,
while Ndeep = 145 have 0.25 < ∆I < 0.65, giving Fdeep =
(0.69 ± 0.06)%. In the larger OGLE-III LMC footprint of
35 million objects (Udalski et al. 2008), NB = 69,616 stars re-
main after we apply the same magnitude and color cuts. Graczyk
et al. (2011) used these observations to identify eclipsing bina-
ries, being careful to exclude non-eclipsing phenomena such as
ellipsoidal variables, pulsators, etc. They found NEB = 2,024
eclipsing binaries with primary eclipse periods P = 2–20 days
and photometric properties that satisfy our selection criteria.
From these eclipsing binaries, Nmed = 1,301 have 0.10 < ∆I <
0.65 and Ndeep = 477 have 0.25 < ∆I < 0.65, giving Fmed =
(1.87 ± 0.05)% and Fdeep = (0.69 ± 0.03)%, respectively. We
display these LMC results for both the OGLE-II and OGLE-III
samples in Table 1.

Young B stars and massive Cepheids in the SMC exhibit
even lower metallicities of ⟨log(Z/Z⊙)⟩ = −0.7 (Luck et al.
1998, [Fe/H] = −0.7 ± 0.1; Korn et al. 2000, [Fe/H] ≈ −0.7;
Romaniello et al. 2005, [Fe/H] = −0.7 ± 0.1; Keller & Wood
2006, [Fe/H] = −0.6 ± 0.1), providing even greater leverage to
test the effects of metallicities. Compared to the LMC, the SMC
is farther away with µ = 19.0 and experiences similar reddening
and extinction of E(V − I ) = 0.1 and AV = 0.4 (Zaritsky
et al. 2002; Haschke et al. 2012). We therefore use MI = mI −
19.3 and apply the same color and absolute magnitude cuts that
we implemented above for the LMC. There are NB = 21,035
stars with 15.5 < I < 17.8 and V − I < 0.1 in the 2.4 deg2

OGLE-II SMC field (Udalski et al. 1998). From these primaries,
Wyrzykowski et al. (2004) found NEB = 298 eclipsing binaries
with P = 2–20 days. A total of Nmed = 277 of these systems
have 0.10 < ∆I < 0.65, giving Fmed = (1.32 ± 0.08)%, and

Figure 1. Observed primary eclipse depth distribution O∆m with orbital periods
P = 2–20 days for early B stars in the Hipparcos MW (orange), OGLE-II
LMC (blue), OGLE-III LMC (green), and OGLE-II SMC (red) samples. The
observed slopes and overall normalizations to Fdeep =

∫ 0.65
0.25 O∆m(∆m) d(∆m) =

(0.7–1.0)% of all four samples are consistent with each other across the interval
for deep eclipses 0.25 < ∆m < 0.65, demonstrating that the eclipsing binary
properties do not substantially change with metallicity. The OGLE-II data for
both the LMC and SMC become incomplete toward shallower eclipses ∆m !
0.25, while the OGLE-III LMC distribution is relatively complete down to ∆m =
0.10 and is well approximated by a simple power-law S∆m (dashed black).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Ndeep = 147 have 0.25 < ∆I < 0.65, resulting in Fdeep = (0.70 ±
0.06)%. We tabulate these SMC results in Table 1.

We first compare the deep eclipsing binary fractions Fdeep of
the different populations listed in Table 1. All four surveys were
sensitive to these deep eclipses, so thatFdeep should be complete.
Remarkably, the three OGLE Magellanic Cloud values match
each other within the observational uncertainty of ≈10%. The
MW fraction is ≈40% larger, but consistent at the 1.2σ level.
The uniformity of Fdeep demonstrates that the eclipsing binary
fraction of early B stars does not vary with metallicity beyond
the observational uncertainties.

Extending toward medium eclipse depths, the values of
Fmed in Table 1 are not as undeviating. Although the MW
and LMC OGLE-III samples match within the uncertainty of
≈20%, the OGLE-II fractions for both the LMC and SMC
are statistically lower. We can resolve this discrepancy by
investigating the observed primary eclipse depth distributions
O∆m(∆m) d(∆m), which we display in Figure 1. The distributions
are normalized to the total number of early B stars so thatFdeep =∫ 0.65

0.25 O∆m(∆m) d(∆m), and the plotted errors σO∆m (∆m) derive
from Poisson statistics. The OGLE-II LMC and SMC data
become incomplete at ∆m < 0.25 due to the lower photometric
precision of the survey, which leads to the underestimation of
Fmed. However, O∆m for all four samples are consistent with
each other across the interval for deep eclipses 0.25 < ∆m <
0.65, demonstrating again that the close binary properties of
early B stars do not strongly depend on metallicity. Using the
large and complete LMC OGLE-III sample for eclipse depths
0.10 < ∆m < 0.65, we fit a simple power law to the eclipse
depth distribution. We find S∆m d(∆m) ∝ (∆m)−1.65±0.07 d(∆m),
which we display as the dashed black line in Figure 1. If
this distribution extends toward shallower eclipses, then many
additional eclipsing systems may be hiding with ∆m < 0.1. We
return to our discussion of incompleteness corrections in the
next section when we conduct Monte Carlo simulations.
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Dependence on Metallicity



Close binary fraction of solar-type stars 
decreases significantly with metallicity (Moe et al. 2019).

All five samples/methods provide consistent trend!



But imaging reveals the wide (a > 200 AU) binary fraction
of solar-type stars is metallicity invariant (Moe et al. 2019).

Utilizing Gaia common-proper-motion binaries with [Fe/H] measurements 
from wide-field spectroscopic surveys, El-Badry & Rix (2019) confirmed 

the metallicity dependence emerges below a < 200 AU.



Gravitational Instability and 
Fragmentation of Optically Thick Disks:

QToomre = cs
2Ω/𝜋GΣ = 3αcs

3/GṀ < 1;
a < 100 AU

Turbulent Fragmentation of 
Optically Thin Molecular Cores:

Mach = σv/cs > 1;    a > 100 AU

With decreasing [Fe/H], 
disks become less optically thick, 

become cooler, and fragment.
Massive disks of OB protostars have 

high accretion rates and always 
fragment, even at [Fe/H] = 0

Independent of opacity (Bate+ 2019):
wide binary fraction and IMF are 

metallicity invariant across 
-1.5 < [Fe/H] < 0.5

Two Modes of Binary Star Formation (Moe et al. 2019)

Gaia DR3 will fill in gaps within f(M1, P, Z) and explore dependence on Xi



IR / radio observations of embedded class 0/I protostars reveal an excess of 
companions beyond a > 500 AU, suggesting core fragmentation on large scales is 

efficient but then wide low-mass binaries are disrupted within ~0.5 Myr
(Duchene et al. 2007; Connelley et al. 2008; Tobin et al. 2016; Moe & Di Stefano 2017)

sources in the sample are among the brightest millimeter
sources in the nearby star forming regions and may not be
representative. Maury et al. (2010) then examined five systems
(including two Very Low Luminosity Objects, protostellar

sources which have internal luminosities <0.1 Le; Young
et al. 2004), not finding any multiples on scales 1600 au.
Their sample, combined with that of Looney et al. (2000), led
them to conclude that there was no evidence for multiplicity on

Figure 5. Histograms of companion frequency vs. separation for multiple sources in Perseus. The top left panel shows the distribution for all sources in the sample; the
top middle and top right panels break the distribution into sources that are only comprised of Class 0 protostars and Class I protostars, respectively. The bottom left
panel shows only the multiple systems comprised of Class 0 and I sources, the bottom middle shows the separation distribution of all systems with a Class 0 primary
source and the bottom left panel shows the same, but with a Class I primary. The systems comprised of a Class 0 and Class I protostar are not included in the Class I
plot in the bottom right. Note the apparent bi-modal distribution for the full sample and Class 0 samples and the apparent deficit of wide companions for the Class I
systems. In all plots, the dashed curve is the Gaussian fit to the field star separation distribution from Raghavan et al. (2010) and the vertical dotted–dashed line
corresponds to the approximate resolution limit of 15 au.

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution function vs. separation for the Class 0 and
Class I protostars. There is a large difference between the two functions and the
results from the Anderson–Darling (AD) test on the two samples indicates a
probability of only 0.16 that they are drawn from the same distribution. The
Class I sources have substantially fewer wide companions relative to the Class
0s (also see Figure 5), this may be indicative of wide companions either
migrating inward or moving apart as sources evolve to the Class I phase. The
Class 0 sources with wide Class I or Class II companions are not included in
either of the cumulative distributions.

Figure 7. Cumulative distribution function of the full sample of Perseus
multiples compared to different empirical and observed separation distribu-
tions. The comparisons shown are for a log-flat distribution, the Raghavan et al.
(2010) distribution, and a distribution defined by two Gaussians. The AD test
probabilities for the log-flat distribution and the Raghavan et al. (2010)
distribution are 0.1 and 0.00015 respectively, meaning that the Perseus
separations are most likely not drawn from either of these distributions. Two
Gaussians fit the data well, but the parameters of the second Gaussian at large
separations are poorly constrained.
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(5 + 11)/418/1.0=0.038±0.010 companions with q>0.1
per decade of orbital period. The remaining 14 of our selected
SB1s reside across P=200–1000days (Δ logP=0.7), where
the observations are slightly incomplete toward systems with
small mass ratios q=0.1–0.4. We estimate a small overall
correction factor »1.2 to account for the incompleteness at
these intermediate separations, and so the companion frequency
is >f P qlog ; 0.1=14×1.2/418/0.7=0.057±
0.015. We display these three data points based on SB
companions to solar-type MS stars in M35 as red data points in
Figure 41.

Patience et al. (2002) utilized ground-based speckle imaging
and direct imaging with HST to resolve companions to B–K MS
stars in both the αPersei (90Myr) and Praesepe (660Myr) open
clusters. We select their 79 systems with K=8.5–10.5mag
(F5–K5 primary spectral types) in the younger αPer cluster. For
these primaries, Patience et al. (2002) identified 12 companions
with q>0.1 (ΔK5.5 mag) across projected separations
ρ=0 3–5″, i.e., a≈50–800 au (logP=5.0–6.8) given the
distance d≈180 pc to αPer. Their survey was relatively
complete down to q=0.1 (ΔK≈5.5 mag) across this separa-
tion range, and so we measure >f P qlog ; 0.1=13/79/
(6.8− 5.0)=0.091±0.025 companions with q>0.1 per
decade of orbital period across logP (days)=5.0–6.8 (orange
data point in Figure 41).

As can be seen in Figure 41, the frequency of companions to
solar-type MS stars in young open clusters is consistent with

that measured in the field population across both short
(logP<3) and long (logP=5–7) orbital periods. Other
surveys have also concluded that the statistics of solar-type
binaries in open clusters are indistinguishable from those in the
field for a broad range of cluster densities and ages τ≈3Myr–
7 Gyr (Bouvier et al. 1997; Köhler et al. 2006; Kraus
et al. 2011; Geller & Mathieu 2012; King et al. 2012). This
demonstrates that the formation of solar-type binaries is
relatively universal and that there is negligible evolution of
the solar-type MS binary statistics for ages τ3Myr.
We next turn our attention to wide companions to pre-MS

protostars with ages τ3Myr. Unlike MS binaries, where the
measured brightness contrasts map robustly to mass ratios,
accretion luminosity in pre-MS stars can dominate over the
photospheric flux. Accounting for this effect, Connelley et al.
(2008a) estimate that a near-infrared brightness contrast
ΔL=4mag roughly corresponds to q≈0.1 for coeval pre-
MS binaries on the Hayashi track.
Duchêne et al. (2007) employed near-IR adaptive optics to

search for wide companions to 45 ClassI and flat-spectrum
protostars embedded in four different molecular clouds. They
identified 15 physically associated companions with separations
ρ=0 2–10 0 and brightness contrastsΔL<4mag (q0.1).
The Duchêne et al. (2007) sample is complete to ΔL<4.0mag
companions across this separation range, which corresponds to
a≈40–2000 au (logP=4.9–7.4) given the average distance
d≈200 pc to the four molecular clouds. Of our 15 selected
binaries, 6 have ρ=0 2–1 2 (logP=4.9–6.1) and the
remaining 9 have ρ=1 2–10″ (logP=6.1–7.4). We measure

>f P qlog ; 0.1=6/45/(6.1− 4.9)=0.11±0.04 across logP
(days)=4.9–6.1 and >f P qlog ; 0.1=9/45/(7.4− 6.1)=0.15±
0.05 across logP (days)=6.1–7.4 (blue data points in
Figure 41).
Connelley et al. (2008a) observed a much larger sample of

189 Class I young stellar objects (YSOs) in the near-infrared.
They identified a total of 65 companions with separations
ρ=0 3–10″ and brightness contrasts ΔL<4mag (q0.1).
We note that 13 of their YSOs have two or even three resolved
companions that reside in the narrow interval ρ=0 3–10″,
contributing 31 of the 65 total companions in our statistic. A
significant fraction of these triples and quadruples in which the
companions all have similar separations are most likely
gravitationally unstable in their current configurations. If so,
either they will dynamically evolve into stable hierarchical
configurations, or one of the components will get ejected (see
more below). The Connelley et al. (2008a) survey is complete
to ΔL=4mag (q≈0.1) across our selected interval
ρ=0 3–10″, which corresponds to a=150–5000 au
(logP=5.7–8.0) given the average distance d≈500pc to
the YSOs. We divide our 65 companions across three intervals:
18 with ρ=0 3–1 0 ( >f P qlog ; 0.1=0.12±0.03 across
logP=5.7–6.5), 25 companions with ρ=1 0–3 0
( >f P qlog ; 0.1=0.18±0.04 across logP=6.5–7.2), and 22
companions with ρ=3 0–10 0 ( >f P qlog ; 0.1=0.15±0.03
across logP=7.2–8.0). We display these three data points in
magenta in Figure 41.
Finally, we analyze the spectroscopic binary survey of pre-

MS T Tauri stars conducted by Melo (2003), who updated and
extended the sample of Mathieu (1992, 1994). Melo (2003)
identified four SBs with P=2–200 days (Δ logP=2.0)
within their sample of 65 TTauri stars. According to their
Figure 2, the Melo (2003) survey is relatively complete toward

Figure 41. Frequency >f P qlog ; 0.1 of companions with q>0.1 per decade of
orbital period for various populations of primary stars after correcting for
selection effects and incompleteness. In black, we compare the distribution
based on the volume-limited sample of solar-type MS stars in the field (solid) to
our analytic fits for the solar-type MS (dotted) and O-type MS (dashed)
populations. We also display the binary properties of solar-type stars in young
open clusters (red and orange) and of pre-MS solar-type stars (blue, magenta,
and cyan). For wide binaries (log P=6–8; a=200–5000 au) that form via
fragmentation of cores/filaments, the multiplicity statistics of solar-type pre-
MS stars is consistent with that measured for massive MS stars. Subsequent
dynamical processing that preferentially ejects q=0.1–0.3 companions
reduces the overall companion frequency of solar-type binaries at these
separations. For closer binaries (log P<6; a<200 au) that form via disk
fragmentation, the solar-type MS and pre-MS companion frequencies are
consistent with each other, both of which are significantly smaller than the
measured O-type MS companion frequencies. A primary-mass-dependent
process, e.g., more massive protostars are more prone to disk fragmentation, is
required to explain why massive stars have larger companion frequencies at
short and intermediate separations.
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Kounkel et al. (2019) analyzed APOGEE spectra of ~5,000 T Tauri stars, 
and discovered ~400 binaries (SB2s from CCF and SB1s from RV variability). 
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Figure 17. Distribution of MF relative to the model separated into the individual regions covered by the survey, averaged
across all of the sources in the region. The distribution measured from SB2s is shown in black, the one that is measured from
RV variables is shown in red. The top panel includes the full curated sample, second panel is limited only to the sources that
have been previously classified as Class II YSOs, third panel is restricted to known Class III sources. Normalization specified
by the equation 3 is applied. The regions are roughly ordered by an increasing age.

The di↵erence between RV variables and SB2s as a
function of the evolutionary type does not appear to be
an e↵ect of RVs being artificially scattered by means
other than a companion (e.g. star spots). To test this
we also performed a comparison restricted only to the
systems with low v

rot

sin i<20 km s�1. These slow ro-
tators have a narrow profile of their CCF that does not
show as much variability due to spots in the synthetic
spectra. While spots may alter RVs, the resulting shift
is smaller than the typical RV uncertainties in such sys-
tems. The di↵erence between SB2s and RV Variables
between Class II and Class III systems remained consis-
tent when the sample was limited only to slow rotators.
Similarly, the di↵erence cannot be explained by the

systematic di↵erence in v
rot

sin i between Class II and
Class III systems. Class II systems do tend to have
v
rot

sin i that is higher than that of Class III systems,
but only by a few km s�1 not enough to cause significant
discrepancy, and the individual v

rot

sin imeasurements
are propagated to the model, with the comparison rely-
ing only on those synthetic spectra that are referenced
to the sources that are considered in the individual bin.

6.5. Close systems

We use the data to test the log-normal period distri-
bution of the model population with µlogP

= 4.6 and
�logP

= 2.2, and the minimum period of 2 days.
In order to limit the sample to just the closest systems,

for each system identified as a binary in both the data

Figure 18. Distribution of MF relative to the model split
according to the maximum period measured from V

max

and
S
max

defined in the Table 6.

and the synthetic sample, we measured V
max

for the
systems identified as RV variables, and S

max

for SB2s.
These properties are highly dependent on the inclina-
tion of the system, the cadence of the observations, and
the probability of catching the system near the maxi-
mum velocity separation. These factors reduce the ob-
served velocity amplitude, making V

max

and S
max

only
lower limits to the intrinsic maximum RV separation of
the system. However, su�ciently high amplitudes in
either of these parameters will nonetheless identify sys-
tems with shorter periods.

Close binary properties of M1 = 0.3 – 3 M☉ primaries set by ~1 Myr!
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Figure 16. Distribution of MFs relative to the model in the sample as a function of T
eff

and H band magnitudes, with the
combined data from all clusters (the individual regions do show similar trends). The top row shows the original uniform scaling
assuming MF(<10 AU) of 16.5%; the excess at low T

eff

/faint H originates from the Malmquist bias, and at high T
eff

/bright
H it shows the increase of MF with the mass of the primary. The bottom row has the normalization specified in the Equation
3. The distribution measured from SB2s is shown in black, the one that is measured from RV variables is shown in red. The
scaling of the plots is such that the MF that is consistent with the model is located at 1, and values above 1 imply that MF
in the data is in excess of what is expected by the model. The top and the bottom portion of the plot is symmetric around 1,
running from 0 to 1.

However, the MF does have a strong dependence on
the mass of the primary (e.g., Duchêne & Kraus 2013;
Raghavan et al. 2010; Ward-Duong et al. 2015), with the
overall MF increasing by a factor of ⇠1.7 from M to G
dwarfs, with the e↵ect most pronounced in wide bina-
ries. Comparatively modest increase is observed in the
MF of close systems, with only a factor of ⇠1.2 increase
from 0.6 to 1 M�, although it jumps by a factor of ⇠1.9
from 1 to 2 M� primaries (Moe & Di Stefano 2017; Mur-
phy et al. 2018). While most of the sample consists of K
type objects (56% of sources have 3900<T

eff

<4800 K,
correlates to masses of ⇠0.5–1 M�), overall the sample
spans from close to the substellar boundary (T

eff

=2300
K) up to early G type stars (T

eff

= 6000 K, with masses
as much as 2 M� – in YSOs, by the time they reach
the main sequence they will become hotter). The exact
distribution of primary masses in the APOGEE sam-
ple may have an e↵ect on the recovered MF. Further-

more, the APOGEE observations are limited in bright-
ness down toH ⇠ 13 mag. Due to the Malmquist bias of
the second kind, binaries may be overrepresented among
the low mass sources in our sample because they were
more likely to meet or exceed our targeting limit due
to being brighter than their single counterparts. Due to
the complex targeting strategy, it is di�cult to repro-
duce this entirely through forward modeling, but close
to the magnitude limit, it may artificially raise the MF
by 10–100% in a given mass or flux range.
In Figure 16 we compare the MF as a function of both

T
eff

and the H band. In each of the bins (here, and in
the subsequent subsections), we restrict the sample from
the model to only those synthetic sources that were pro-
duced in reference to the sources that fall into a given
bin. Both distributions show a decrease in MF from
hotter to cooler stars by a factor of ⇠2 from 4000 to
6000 K. Through performing linear regression, the rising

Close binary fraction (a < 10 AU) 
increases with luminosity (i.e., M1), 

consistent with the field.
Separation distribution across 

a = 0.1 - 10 AU matches field distribution.

8%

16%

32%



AO and sparse aperture masking reveal an excess of young T Tauri binaries 
across a = 10 – 60 AU compared to the field (Duchene et al. 2018).

8 G. Duchêne et al.

Figure 6. Separation distribution for multiple systems observed among field stars and nearby SFRs. In each bin, the observed CSF is
normalized by decade of projected separation to enable direct comparisons between surveys probing di↵erent bin sizes. The distribution
in the ONC is shown as red circles (this survey as the filled circle and Reipurth et al. 2007) and an upper limit at the widest separations
(Scally et al. 1999), whereas the corresponding distributions for the low-mass and solar-type stars in the Taurus-Auriga, Upper Scorpius,
Ophiuchus SFRs and in the BPMG are shown as asterisks (Kraus et al. 2008; Kraus & Hillenbrand 2009; Kraus et al. 2011; Cheetham
et al. 2015; Elliott & Bayo 2016). The distributions for G and M dwarfs (continuous histograms) are taken from Raghavan et al. (2010)
and Ward-Duong et al. (2015), respectively.

has been successfully used in SFRs (e.g., Kraus et al. 2012;
Cheetham et al. 2015). In the ONC, on the other hand, we
find a sharp decline in the CSF outside of ⇡60 au, although
we do not have su�cient statistical strength to tightly con-
strain this threshold separation. While Taurus and the ONC
have undistinguishable CSFs in the 10–60 au range, Taurus
has 2.5 times more companions in the 60–150 au range. Fur-
thermore, the sharp decline around 60 au identified in this
study contrasts with the rather shallow separation distribu-
tion between 60 and 600 au, suggesting that the shape of the
separation distribution is intrinsically di↵erent in the ONC
compared to other SFRs and to the field population.

Finally, since the ONC is a plausible precursor to
Pleiades-like clusters, it is meaningful to compare the com-
panion fraction we observe in the ONC to that of nearby
open clusters. Bouvier et al. (1997, 2001) and Patience et
al. (1998, 2002) probed the visual multiplicity of solar-type
stars in the Pleiades, Hyades, Praesepe and ↵Per clusters.
While these studies probed separations comparable to those
we consider here, their sensitivity to low-mass companions
was limited to companions with mass ratios & 0.3–0.4 in this
range as a consequence of the older ages of these clusters.
These studies applied completeness corrections to alleviate
this problem, but this introduces significant uncertainties as
the correction factors are large (e.g., a factor of 4 in the 14-
50 au range in the Pleiades; Bouvier et al. 1997). Patience
et al. (2002) produced a global analysis of all four open
clusters, concluding that the frequency of visual compan-
ions (26–581 au) in these environments is similar to that of
field stars. However, their analysis also showed that the dis-

tribution of projected separations is skewed towards tighter
separations than in the field, with a peak at ⇡ 4 au, i.e. a fac-
tor ⇡ 10 tighter than among field stars. This suggests that
open clusters are characterized by a relative deficit (alter-
natively, excess) of companions at hundreds of au (alterna-
tively, tens of au and tighter). The statistical and systematic
uncertainties in the derived separation distribution are too
large to allow for a definitive comparison with the results of
this survey, however.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Is the close multiplicity excess in the ONC
real?

Taken at face value, our survey has revealed that solar-type
members of the ONC host more companions in the 10–60 au
range than their field counterparts, the first time such a
multiplicity excess is identified in that region. Indeed, the
CSF for tight companions in the ONC population is con-
sistent with that observed in other SFRs, contrary to what
was found at larger separations over the last two decades.
If confirmed, this has profound implications for our under-
standing of the process through which multiple system form
and to the star formation process at large. Before discussing
these implications, it is necessary to evaluate the possibility
that the main conclusion of this survey is skewed by uncor-
rected biases. The most obvious bias associated with multi-
plicity survey is the Branch bias, which we have corrected
for. Hence more subtle biases must be considered.

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2018)

Perhaps Gaia can help resolve discrepancy / discontinuity in f(P, 𝛕, n)?

The consistency below a < 10 AU and across a = 60 – 500 AU but large 
excess across a = 10 – 60 AU, even in Orion, is a major mystery!



Regulus: a rapidly rotating B8IV star; 
P = 40 day SB1, likely a WD companion

Malachi Regulus Moe

Compact Remnant Companions to MS Stars

Census of confirmed WD companions closely 
orbiting BAFG stars incomplete beyond d > 10 pc

(Holberg et al. 2016); Gaia will help 

After correcting for incompleteness, 11% ± 3% of 
field solar-type stars have WD companions, i.e., 

~20% of companions are WDs, and 30% ± 10% of 
SB1s have WD companions (Moe & Di Stefano 2017)

~30% of O stars are the products of binary evolution (de Mink et al. 2015), 
and ~20% of OB “primaries” are actually the companions in which the true 
primaries have already evolved into NSs or BHs (Moe & Di Stefano 2017)



Phase modulation of Kepler pulsating δ Scuti stars (older A/F dwarfs) 
reveal binary companions across a = 0.5 – 5 AU, 22% ± 6% of which are 

WDs with small eccentricities (Murphy, Moe et al. 2018)10 S. J. Murphy et al.

Figure 9. The PB1 systems (circles) and PB2 systems (squares),
separated into a ‘clean’ population of main-sequence companions
to � Sct stars (short P, high e, white background) and a ‘mixed’
population that consists of both main-sequence pairs and post-
mass-transfer systems (long P, low e, light-grey background). Or-
bital periods below 100 d have overestimated completeness rates,
and those beyond 1500 d cannot be determined reliably; these
systems were not included in either subsample (dark-grey back-
ground). Mass ratios are encoded with colour; for PB2s these are
directly measured, but for PB1s we approximated using i = 60

�

and taking M
1

from Huber et al. (2014) for each PB1. The ex-
istence of white-dwarf companions in the ‘mixed’ subsample is
evident from the clustering of systems with small mass ratios
(q ⇡ 0.3; M

2

⇡ 0.5M�).

unreliable orbital elements, given the 4-year duration of the
main Kepler mission (Sect. 3.2). We removed the two outlier
systems with very small detection e�ciencies D = 0.01 –
0.04; they are not likely stellar companions (Murphy et al.
2016b), and it avoids division by small numbers when ap-
plying our inversion technique (see below). The remaining
245 binaries all have D > 0.27. Our short-period, large-
eccentricity ‘clean’ main-sequence subsample contains 115
systems (109 PB1s and 6 PB2s) with periods P = 100 –
1500 d, eccentricities above the adopted e vs. log P relation,
and detection e�ciencies D > 0.27. Meanwhile, our long-
period, small-eccentricity ‘mixed’ subsample includes white-
dwarf companions and contains 130 binaries (126 PB1s and
4 PB2s) with periods P = 200 – 1500 d, eccentricities below
the adopted e vs. log P relation, and detection e�ciencies
D > 0.36.

5.2 The mass-ratio distribution for main-sequence
companions

We investigated the mass-ratio distribution of main-
sequence binaries based on our ‘clean’ subsample of 115 ob-
served systems (109 PB1s and 6 PB2s) with P = 100 – 1500 d
and eccentricities large enough to ensure they have un-
evolved main-sequence companions. Our detection meth-
ods become measurably incomplete toward smaller mass ra-
tios (q < 0.4), so observational selection biases must be ac-

Figure 10. The mass-ratio distribution based on the observed
subsample of 115 binaries (109 PB1s and 6 PB2s) with P = 100 –
1500 d and su�ciently large eccentricities that guarantee they
have main-sequence companions. Our results from the popula-
tion inversion technique are shown with completeness corrections
(green) and without (black). Our MCMC Bayesian forward mod-
elling method assuming a binned mass-ratio distribution (blue),
and the MCMC Bayesian forward modelling technique assum-
ing a segmented power-law mass-ratio distribution (red) agree
well with the completeness-corrected inversion technique. They
yielded a total corrected number of 179± 28 binaries and a mass-
ratio distribution that is skewed significantly toward small values
q = 0.1 – 0.3 with a rapid turnover below q . 0.10 – 0.15. This
represents the first robust measurement of the mass-ratio distri-
bution of binaries with intermediate orbital periods.

counted for. To assess the systematic uncertainties that de-
rive from accounting for incompleteness, we used a variety of
techniques to reconstruct the intrinsic mass-ratio distribu-
tion from the observations, consistent with parametrizations
used in the literature. In the following, we compare the mass
ratios inferred from: (1) a simple inversion technique that ac-
counts for incompleteness, (2) an MCMC Bayesian forward
modelling method assuming a multi-step prior mass-ratio
distribution, and (3) a similar MCMC Bayesian technique
assuming a segmented power-law prior mass-ratio distribu-
tion.

5.2.1 Inversion Technique

Population inversion techniques are commonly used to re-
cover the mass-ratio distribution from observed binary mass
functions (Mazeh & Goldberg 1992; references therein). Here
we describe our specific approach.

For each PB1, we have measured the binary mass func-
tion f

M

from the pulsation timing method and its pri-
mary mass M

1

is taken from Huber et al. (2014), who esti-
mated stellar properties from broadband photometry. Given
these parameters and assuming random orientations, i.e.,
p(i) = sin i across i = 0 – 90

�, we measured the mass-ratio
probability distribution pj (q) for each jth PB1. For each of
the six PB2s, we adopted a Gaussian mass-ratio probability
distribution pj (q) with mean and dispersion that matched
the measured value and uncertainty, respectively. By sum-
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Figure 14. Corrected mass-ratio distributions of our long-period,
small-eccentricity subsample (blue) and our short-period, large-
eccentricity ‘clean’ main-sequence subsample (red) determined by
our MCMC Bayesian forward-modelling technique (data points)
and population inversion technique (dashed lines). By scaling the
corrected ‘clean’ main-sequence mass-ratio distribution down by
a factor of 0.5, both tails (q < 0.2 and q > 0.4) of the two distri-
butions are consistent with each other. In our small-eccentricity
subsample, we measure an excess of 73± 18 white-dwarf compan-
ions with periods P = 200 – 1500 d and mass ratios q ⇡ 0.2 – 0.4
(M

2

⇡ 0.3 – 0.7M� given hM
1

i = 1.7M�).

across a slightly broader range of orbital periods P = 200 –
5000 d (MacConnell et al. 1972; Bo�n & Jorissen 1988;
Jorissen et al. 1998; Karakas et al. 2000). According to the
observed period distribution of barium stars, we estimate
that ⇠ 0.7% of GK giants are barium stars with white-dwarf
companions across P = 200 – 1500 d. Hence, roughly a fifth
(0.7%/ 3.3%=21%) of main-sequence A/F stars with white-
dwarf companions across P = 200 – 1500 d will eventually
evolve into barium GK giants. The measured di↵erence is
because not all main-sequence A/F stars with white-dwarf
companions at P = 200 – 1500 d experienced an episode of
significant mass transfer involving thermally pulsing, chemi-
cally enriched AGB donors. Instead, some of them will have
experienced mass transfer when the donor was less evolved
and had only negligible amounts of barium in their atmo-
spheres. The donors could have been early-AGB, RGB, or
possibly even Hertzsprung Gap stars if the binary orbits
were initially eccentric enough or could su�ciently widen to
P > 200 d during the mass transfer process. In other cases,
mass transfer involving AGB donors may have been rela-
tively ine�cient and non-conservative (especially via wind
accretion), and so the main-sequence accretors may not have
gained enough mass to pollute their atmospheres (see mass
transfer models by Karakas et al. 2000). In any case, only
a fifth of main-sequence A/F stars with white-dwarf com-
panions across P = 200 – 1500 d become chemically enriched
with enough barium to eventually appear as barium GK gi-
ants. This conclusion is in agreement with the study by Van
der Swaelmen et al. (2017), who directly observed that 22%
(i.e. a fifth) of binaries with giant primaries and intermedi-
ate periods have WD companions. This measurement pro-
vides powerful insight and diagnostics into the e�ciency and

nature of binary mass transfer involving thermally-pulsing
AGB donors.

Our determination that 3.3%± 0.8% of main-sequence
A/F stars have white-dwarf companions across P = 200 –
1500 d also provides a very stringent constraint for binary
population synthesis studies of Type Ia supernovae (SN Ia).
In both the symbiotic single-degenerate scenario (Patat et al.
2011; Chen et al. 2011) and the double-degenerate sce-
nario (Iben & Tutukov 1984; Webbink 1984), the progen-
itors of SN Ia were main-sequence plus white-dwarf binaries
with periods P ⇡ 100 – 1000 d at some point in their evolu-
tion. Granted, the majority of our observed binaries with
hM

1

i = 1.7M� and M
WD

= 0.3 – 0.7M� have masses too
small to become SN Ia. Nevertheless, several channels of
SN Ia derive from immediately neighbouring and partially
overlapping regions in the parameter space. For instance, in
the symbiotic SN Ia channel, M

1

⇡ 1 – 2M� stars evolve into
giants that transfer material via winds and/or stable Roche-
lobe overflow to M

WD

= 0.7 – 1.1M� carbon-oxygen white
dwarfs with periods P ⇡ 100 – 1000 d (Chen et al. 2011).
Similarly, in the double-degenerate scenario, slightly more
massive giant donors M

1

⇡ 2 - 4M� overfill their Roche lobes
with white-dwarf companions across P = 100 – 1000 d, result-
ing in unstable common envelope evolution that leaves pairs
of white dwarfs with very short periods P . 1 d (Ruiter et al.
2009; Mennekens et al. 2010; Claeys et al. 2014). The cited
binary population synthesis models implement prescriptions
for binary evolution that are not well constrained, and so the
predicted SN Ia rates are highly uncertain. By anchoring bi-
nary population synthesis models to our measurement for
the frequency of white-dwarf companions to intermediate-
mass stars across intermediate periods, the uncertainties in
the predicted rates of both single-degenerate and double-
degenerate SN Ia can be significantly reduced. Related phe-
nomena, such as blue stragglers, symbiotics, R CrB stars
and barium stars will benefit similarly.

5.5 The binary fraction of A/F stars at
intermediate periods, compared to other
spectral types

We now calculate the fraction of original A/F primaries that
have main-sequence companions across P = 100 – 1500 d. We
must remove the systems with white-dwarf companions, i.e.
those where the A/F star was not the original primary but
in many cases was an F/G-type secondary that accreted
mass from a donor. In Sect. 5.4 we calculated the fraction of
current A stars that have any companions across P = 100 –
1500 d as F

total

= (i + j)/(X +Y ) = 15.4%, where i + j = 342 is
the corrected total number of companions across P = 100 –
1500 d and X + Y = 2224 is the total number of A/F stars
in our sample. To find the fraction of original A/F pri-
maries, F

orig. = i/X, we must remove the j detected white-
dwarf companions across P = 100 – 1500 d, and the Y targets
in our sample that have white-dwarf companions at any pe-
riod, including those with P < 100 d or P > 1500 d that are
undetected by our method.

We first remove the measured number of j = 73± 18
white dwarfs across P = 200 – 1500 d, leaving i = (342± 32)
- (73± 18) = 269± 37 systems with A/F main-sequence � Sct
primaries and main-sequence companions with q > 0.1 and
P = 100 – 1500 d. To estimate the number of white-dwarf
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Overall Theme
Disk Fragmentation:

Close binaries with a < 100 AU

Increases with M1.
Compact coplanar triples.
Uniform q & excess twins.

Decreases with [Fe/H].
Independent of 𝜏 and n.

Core Fragmentation:
Wide binaries with a > 100 AU

Independent of M1.
Wide tertiaries randomly oriented.

Weighted toward q = 0.3 & few twins.
Independent of [Fe/H].

Decreases with 𝜏 and n.



Multiplicity statistics constitute a complicated parameter space:

f(M1, M2, P, e, [MS, BD, WD, NS, BH], [M3, Pout, imut], [Z, Xi], [𝜏, n]) 

Conclusion

Gaia will explore new regions of this parameter space,
providing new insights into binary star formation and evolution. 


